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ABSTRACT

In this paper, an approach for constructing mixture language models (LMs) based on some notion of semantics
is discussed. To this end, a technique known as latent
semantic analysis (LSA) is used. The approach encapsulates corpus-derived semantic information and is able
to model the varying style of the text. Using such information, the corpus texts are clustered in an unsupervised manner and mixture LMs are automatically created. This work builds on previous work in the eld of
information retrieval which was recently applied by Bellegarda et. al. to the problem of clustering words by
semantic categories. The principal contribution of this
work is to characterize the document space resulting from
the LSA modeling and to demonstrate the approach for
mixture LM application. Comparison is made between
manual and automatic clustering in order to elucidate
how the semantic information is expressed in the space.
It is shown that, using semantic information, mixture
LMs performs better than a conventional single LM with
slight increase of computational cost.

1. INTRODUCTION

Mixtures of language models (LMs), based on some notion of semantics, have recently been proposed as an approach to dealing domain adaptation [1, 2]. These approaches involve partitioning the corpus, according to
the style of text, to produce a set of component LMs,
which are then blended together to produce a mixture
LM. Although relatively rare, some text corpora include
manual tagging of articles by subject (e.g., the British
National Corpus | introduced in Section 2). However,
hand-labeled style may not necessarily produce the best
partitions for use of conventional statistical speech recognition application. Furthermore, it may be quite dicult
to track the varying style of texts. As a consequence, it
is clearly of interest to develop an automatic method for
clustering the corpus texts in an unsupervised manner.
Unigram counts usually form the root of such automatic
approaches, either via a straightforward clustering [2] or
further elaborating with a normalization term that discounts high frequency words [1].
In this paper, the problem is approached through the
construction of document space model that encapsulates
corpus-derived semantic information. Once a consistent
and powerful model is constructed, it can be applied for
a number of language modeling tasks. In particular, it is
straightforward to develop mixture LMs that are tuned
to the varying style of the text.
To this end, an approach to information retrieval (IR)
known as latent semantic analysis (LSA) is used in order
to uncover semantic information from the corpus [3, 4].
The technique was recently used by Bellegarda et. al. for
semantic word clustering in speech recognition [5]. The
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domain
#texts
#words
spoken total
915 10 365 464
written imaginative
625 19 664 309
natural science
144
3 752 659
applied science
364
7 369 290
social science
510 13 290 441
world a airs
453 16 507 399
commerce
284
7 118 321
arts
259
7 253 846
belief/thought
146
3 053 672
leisure
374
9 990 080
total
3 209 89 740 544
all
4 124 100 106 008
Table 1. British National Corpus (BNC) is hand-labeled into
domains with wide range of topic. Total in \written" part
includes \unclassi ed" texts. These numbers are provided
by Users Reference Guide [6]. Accusal counts may slightly
vary according to how one processes the corpus texts.

principal contribution of this work is to characterize the
document space resulting from the LSA modeling and to
demonstrate the approach for mixture LM application.
The method for constructing this space is addressed. The
hand-labeled corpus is then used in the experiments, hoping the comparison between manual and automatic approaches may elucidate how the semantic information is
expressed in the space.

2. BRITISH NATIONAL CORPUS (BNC)

Main focus of this work is on the British National Corpus (BNC) [6]. It contains examples of both spoken and
written British English, manually tagged with the various
level of linguistic information. It is a general corpus; it
does not speci cally restricted to any particular subject
eld, or genre. The corpus comprises of more than four
thousand texts with about one hundred million words,
which were hand-labeled into domains shown in Table 1.
4142 BNC texts were partitioned in random (and independent of hand-labeled domain information) as follows;
generation set: 3309 texts (80 %) for LM generation.
evaluation set: 400 texts (10 %) for LM evaluation.
The rest (419 texts) of the corpus were held out for
future use. Also note that the whole corpus contains
about 360000 independent words, out of which 19989
words were selected as a vocabulary in the unigram frequency order. Out of vocabulary (OOV) words were
treated as an \unknown". This partition and vocabulary
were maintained throughout the course of experiments
described in this section and in Section 4.

2.1. Mixture LM
A mixture LM, M, is constructed as the weighted sum
of component LMs < M ;    ; Mj ;    > derived from
1

model
perplexity
single
\full LM"
186.9
mixture 10 domain LMs
178.8
10 domain LMs & \full LM"
170.1
Table 2. This table shows perplexities for single and mixture LMs. Hand-labeled domain information was used for
creating the mixture LMs, with and without \full LM".

the partitioned corpus (either hand-labeled or automatic) [2]. Given a document, i.e., a sequence of words
<w1 ;    ; wi ;   >, it is computed using the conventional
trigram LMs by

X cj f (wijwi? ; wi? ; Mj )
j
P
where cj is a mixing factor such that j cj = 1.
f (wi jwi?2 ; wi?1 ; M) =

2

1

(1)

Mixing factors cj are tuned on-the- y to the previously
processed part of the document using the expectationmaximization (EM) type algorithm [7]. Suppose n
words, < w1 ;    ; wn >, have been processed from the
beginning. Then, considering the likelihood function
f (w1 ;    ; wn jM) for the mixture LM, it is straightforward to derive incrementally adjusting formula for c(jn) ;

Xn j (i)
c(jn) = n1

(2)

i=1

where j (i) is estimated by
j (i) =

?
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with appropriate terminating condition. Note that a posterior mode may be used instead by combining some prior
function at Equation (2).

2.2. Experiments for Domain Models
First, a single trigram based LM was derived from complete generation set. This LM is referred to as a \full
LM". The perplexity was 186.9 for texts in evaluation
set as shown in Table 2. This gives the baseline for the

rest of experiments.
Next, following Clarkson et. al. [2], 3309 texts in
generation set were partitioned into 10 domains using
hand-labeled information embedded in each text; 1 domain for whole spoken texts and 9 domains (from imaginative to leisure ) for written texts. A trigram based LM
was created for each of 10 domains. This LM is referred
to as a \domain LM". Table 2 also shows results for two
types of mixture LMs; one by 10-domain LMs together
with \full LM", another without. Initially, mixing factors
c(0)
j were set proportional to the total number of trigrams
for each component LM. When computing the perplexity,
domain information from evaluation set was not used
as it was assumed to be complete novel data from which
no manually tagged information was available. In comparison to the baseline, improvement by mixture LMs is
clearly observed. Speci cally, perplexity reduction was
signi cant when using the mixture with \full LM".

3. MODELING THE DOCUMENT SPACE

Latent semantic analysis (LSA) is a modern IR technique that is based on the singular value decomposition
(SVD) of very large sparse term (word) by document
matrix [3, 4]. Each column of such a matrix describes
a document, with the entries being some measure corresponding to each vocabulary word in that document.

The eigenvectors corresponding to the k largest eigenvalues are then used to de ne k-dimensional term and
document spaces, where k is typically of the order of
100. Put simply, the approach e ectively models the cooccurrence of vocabulary words or documents provided
by the very large matrix. The technique is referred to
as \latent semantic" because the projection to the lower
dimensional subspace has the e ect of clustering together
semantically similar words and documents. IR performance data indicates that points in the derived subspace
are more reliable indicators of meaning than individual
words or terms [3, 8]. Furthermore, assuming that a document is a (linear) combination of words, it is possible
to project any document (with tens of thousands vocabulary words) down to a few hundred dimensional vector,
regardless of whether it is included in the original matrix.
In this paper, this reduced dimensional space is referred
to as a document space . One major advantage of this
approach is that a lower dimensional document subspace
is automatically inferred using the SVD.

3.1. Term by Document Matrix for LSA Models

A method to generate the term by document matrix is
one focal point of the LSA approach because it a ects
the notion of semantics expressed in the space. For example, the unigram relative frequencies might be used for
the column (i.e., document vector) entries of such matrix. As the total word counts often vary in orders of
magnitude between documents, the unigram probabilities can be used instead if one wants to avoid the possible
e ect of the document sizes.
When characterizing each document by the occurrence
of each word, it would be useful if uniqueness of the word
in the whole corpus could be considered. Such measure
often used in IR area is the \inverse document factor". It
calculates ppj((ww)) where pj (w) and p(w) are the unigram
probabilities of word w in document j and in whole corpus, respectively. This measure enhances the unigram
probabilities of the document which are not very common in the whole document set. In IR work, this matrix
is weighted by terms designed to improve the retrieval
performance [8, 4]. This may be an area for further investigation for language modeling work.

3.2. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)

The principal computational burden of this approach lies
in the SVD of the term by document matrix. It is not
unreasonable to expect this matrix to have dimensions of
at least 2000020000; however such matrices are sparse
(1{2% of the elements are non-zero) and it is possible to
perform such computations on a modern workstation [9].
First, a m  n matrix A (whose rank is r) can be decomposed as
A = U V T
(4)
where \T " implies a transpose.  is an r r matrix whose
diagonal elements correspond to singular values, or the
non-negative square roots of r non-zero eigenvalues for
AAT . Also U and V are m  r and n  r matrices whose
columns are often referred to as term and document singular vectors. They de ne the orthonormal eigenvectors
associated with the r eigenvalues of AAT and AT A, respectively [3, 4].
The singular vectors corresponding to the k (k 
r) largest singular values are then used to de ne kdimensional document space. Using these vectors, m  k
and nk matrices Uk and Vk may be rede ned along with
k  k singular value matrix k . It is then known that
Ak = Uk k VkT is the closest matrix (in a least square
sense) of rank k to the original matrix A [4]. As a consequence, given an m-dimensional vector q for a document, it is warranted that k-dimensional projection q^k

Table 3. This table shows how many documents from each
domain were classi ed to one of 10 classes. Document space
here was created rst by inverse document factors, then
clustered by the cosine angle criterion. Out of 10 domains,
spoken , imaginative , natural science , applied science , and
social science domains were extracted.

computed by

q^k = qT Uk ?k 1
(5)
lies in the closest k-dimensional document space with respect to the original m-dimensional space. In the experiments described in Section 4, m = 19989 and k = 200
were used, e ectively achieving an order of 100 reduction
in the work space.
The k-dimensional projection q^k represents principal
components that characterize \semantic" information of
the document. Thus, corpus documents can be classi ed
according to their projections using, say, k-means clustering algorithm together with some metric. Section 4
shows results with two di erent metrics; one with the
Euclidean norm, jja ? bjj, and another with the cosine
angle, cos  = jjaajj  jjbbjj , between two vectors a and b.

4. EXPERIMENTS FOR LSA MODELS

Because each text in the BNC contains tens to hundreds
of thousands words, 1they were subdivided using the context cue information so that varying style of text can be
tracked. 3309 texts in generation set were divided into
67680 units. These units are referred to as \documents".
An average document contains slightly more than a thousand words, however some documents may have orders of
magnitude larger or smaller number of words.
In the experiments described below, 40000 documents
were randomly chosen and 19989  40000 term by document matrices were generated using the unigram relative frequencies and inverse document factors. They were
very sparse; approximately 1.6 % of the elements were
not zero. The SVD was applied (using a publicly available package, \SVDPACKC" [9]), computing the top 200
singular values and their corresponding singular vectors.
Using Equation (5), 67680 documents were projected on
to 200-dimensional document space. Then, documents
were clustered using k-means algorithm with the Euclidean norm or the cosine angle metric. The resulting
document clusters are referred to as \classes" in order to
di erentiate from hand-labeled domains.

4.1. Association between Domains and Classes

Although similarity does not necessarily imply the superiority in language modeling task, it is still of interest
to compare automatically generated classes against handlabeled domains. Table 3 shows how many documents
from each domain were classi ed to one of 10 classes.
1 The context cue \<div>" was used for dividing the text.

Further information is found in [6].
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Figure 1. This gure shows strength of association between
domains and classes for the following document space models; (a) unigram frequency/Euclidean norm, (b) unigram frequency/cosine angle, (c) inverse doc factor/Euclidean norm,
and (d) inverse doc factor/cosine angle.

Document space here was created rst by inverse document factors, then clustered by the cosine angle criterion.
For example, it is observed from the table that most of
documents in spoken domain were identi ed as class 2,
while more than half of those in imaginative domain have
fallen to class 8. Also, distribution of documents in natural science looks quite similar to that in applied science
but rather di erent from that in social science .
Although interesting, it is dicult to compare one
document space to the other just by observing the frequency table. In order to quantify the strength of association between domains and classes, an entropy based
factor was computed for each approach [10]. Suppose
pij is the probability that some document in class i
is hand-labeled as domain j . Then, joint entropy is
H (i; j ) = ?
pij log pij . Class entropy H (i) and

XX
i

j

domain entropy H (j ) are computed similarly. Using entropies, a quanti ed measure of association is obtained
by
(i; j )
U (i; j ) = 2  H (i)H+(Hi) (+j )H?(H
(6)
j)
If there is no association between domain and class, then
U (i; j ) = 0 because H (i) + H (j ) = H (i; j ). On the other
hand, if domains and classes are completely dependent,
then U (i; j ) = 1 because H (i) = H (j ) = H (i; j ).
Figure 1 shows the strength of association between domains and classes for each document space model. In
comparison, it seems the association was stronger for the
document space model constructed from inverse document factor matrix and cosine angle clustering.

4.2. Perplexity for LSA Class Models

Table 4 shows perplexities for mixture LMs derived from
each document space model. Each mixture LM consists
of 10 component LMs. The class information for evaluation set was not used when computing the perplexity.
This is the same condition as for domain LMs in Section 2 (except that mixture LMs were constructed from
automatically derived classes instead of hand-labeled domains). It is observed that a mixture LM from the document space with the inverse document factors and cosine
angle criterion seems to work better than the other LMs.
It is interesting to note that this document space have
shown stronger association to the hand-labeled domain
in comparison to the others (see Figure 1).

term/doc
matrix
unigram
frequency
inverse
doc factor

clustering
criterion
#classes perplexity
Euclidean
10
182.1
cosine angle
10
183.5
Euclidean
10
184.2
cosine angle
10
176.8

Table 4. This table shows perplexities for mixture LMs derived from each document space model, corresponding to
plot (a) to (d) of Figure 1. Each mixture LM consists of 10
component LMs. In comparison, the perplexity of the \full
LM" alone was 186.9 (see Table 2).

matrix/
without
with
clustering
#classes \full LM" \full LM"
inverse doc/
10
176.8
171.9
cosine angle
20
179.4
169.8
Table 5. Document space here was created rst by inverse
document factors, then divided to 10/20 clusters using the
cosine angle criterion. Perplexities are computed for mixture
LMs of 10/20 component LMs and with/without \full LM".

This document space (i.e., created by inverse document factor matrix/cosine angle clustering) was further
tested. Table 5 shows perplexities for mixture LMs of
10/20 component LMs and with/without \full LM". Not
surprisingly, mixture LM with \full LM" worked better
as it could provide more smoothed space. Because this
approach computes perplexities and the mixing factors
from all models, increasing the number of mixture components results in a less manageable system.

4.3. Using Class Information for Evaluation Set

So far, document space information was used only when
constructing the class LMs from generation set. This
experiment makes use of semantic notion for evaluation
set. First, documents (10459 in total) in evaluation
set were projected down to the document space. For
each projection, the closest class LM was selected. Instead of unknowingly computing a mixture of all models,
this approach evaluated a mixture of \full LM" and the
selected class LM.
Table 6 shows perplexities for such mixtures when document space was divided to 10 to 1000 clusters using the
cosine angle criterion. The table suggests that a mixture LM performed better when the document space was
divided to around 100, however it might be strongly affected by the condition of the experiment. This approach
took advantage of automatic nature of the LSA modeling. A single \full LM" was tuned to the document space
with slight increase of computational cost. It achieved
perplexity level very close to a mixture of all models although computation was an order of magnitude faster
(because it was a mixture of just two LMs).

5. SUMMARY

In this paper, LSA based approach for modeling the document space has been described. Using the LSA derived
semantic information, mixture LMs were constructed in
an unsupervised manner. Manually tagged corpus (BNC)
was used in the experiments and the comparison was
made between manual and automatic approaches. The
results does suggest that the approach was able to detect (at least a part of) semantic information from the
document. In general, mixture LMs performed as much
as 10 % lower perplexity than a conventional single LM.
In particular, using semantic information, a single LM
was tuned to the document space with slight increase of
computational cost.
The LSA approach is corpus based, statistical, and

term/doc
matrix

clustering
criterion #classes perplexity
10
175.2
20
172.9
inverse
cosine
50
172.2
doc factor angle
100
171.9
200
172.4
500
174.7
1000
175.4
Table 6. Document space here was created rst by inverse
document factors, then divided to 10 to 1000 clusters using
the cosine angle criterion. When computing the perplexities, a class LM closest to the document space projection of
evaluation set was blended with the \full LM".

automatic; thus particularly well suited for a conventional state-of-art large vocabulary speech recognition
application. Ongoing work involves the evaluation of
speech recognition performance using lattice rescoring on
the Abbot continuous speech recognition system [11].
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